Evaluation of 16 loci to examine the cross-species utility of single nucleotide polymorphism arrays.
Large collections of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have recently been identified from a number of livestock genomes. This raises the possibility that SNP arrays might be useful for analysis in related species for which few genetic markers are currently available. To address the likely success of such an approach, the aim of this study was to examine the threshold number and position of flanking mutations which act to prevent genotype calls being produced. Sequence diversity was measured across 16 loci containing SNPs known either to work successfully between species or fail between species. In pairwise comparisons between domestic and wild sheep, sequence divergence surrounding working SNP assays was significantly lower than that surrounding non-functional assays. In addition, the location of flanking mismatches tended to be closer to the target SNP in loci that failed to generate genotype calls across species. The magnitude of sequence divergence observed for both working and non-functional assays was compared with the divergence separating domestic sheep from European Mouflon, African Barbary, goat and cattle. The results suggest that the utility of SNP arrays for analysis of shared polymorphism will be restricted to closely related pairs of species. Analysis across more divergent species will, however, be successful for other objectives, such as the identification of the ancestral state of SNPs.